
1. 4 2. 2

5. 3 6. 2

9. 4 10. 4

13. 3 14. 1

17. 1 18. 3

21.3 22. 2

25. 2 26. 3

29. 4 30. 3

33. 2 34. 1

37. 2 38. 1

41.4 42. 4

45. 3 46. 2

49. 3 50. 1

3. 1 4. 4

7. 4 8. 1

11.2 12. 4

15.4 16.4

19. 4 20. 2

23. 1 24. 1

27. 1 28. 3

31. 2 32. 1

35. 3 36. 4

39. 2 40. 3

43. 1 44. 4

47. 1 48. 2
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i?~nss~nwYuu~  2

1. 1. twinkle

4. graph

7. translation

10 .  wo rke r

2. 1. short

4. second

7. relat ions

10. l inguist ics

2 . paramount 3 . presentrng

5 . pro\lide 6. t y p e s

8 . c o h e r e n c e 9 . f r amework

2 . c l a s s r o o m 3 . learning

5 . presentation 6 . k n o w l e d g e

8. c o m m o n 9 . h a p p i n e s s

~nssun7*&d3

1 . 1. mistake

4. square

7. wealth

10. rock

2 . spring 3. drive

5 . s h r i m p 6. bread

8. heat 9. wrinkle

2. 1. I~U  cite, knight, might, night, fight

2. b”du  spring, spread, spray

3. LiU quit ,  queue, queen

4. bbdu  swan, swans, swung

5. bread, read, dead

6. heat, beat, rmeet
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7. brain, chain, vein

8. coil, coin, oil

9. hold, cold, gold

10.  shrink, shriek, shrimp

i?~“ssu”7rhd~  4

1. 1.  teach/  er

4. aware/ ness

7. limit/ ation

10. howl ever

2. I. wanted

4. Malee’s

7. raining

10. studying

2. attenl tion 3 . prel test

5. air/  plane 6. port/  able

8 . non1  sense 9. cheap/ en

2 . Arriving 3 . trees

5. goes 6 . tallest

8. happier 9. students

I. meaning: moral training

type of context: restatement

2. meaning: hard working

type of context: comparison

3. meaning: the state of annoyances, irritations, and frustrations

type of context: definition

4. meaning: a disease causing pain and swelling in the joints of the body

type of context: description

5. meaning: speed
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type of context: synonym

6. meaning: reason for wrong behavior

type of context: cau:se/  effect

ii~nss~n~s~uu~  6

1 kitchen: microwave, gas cooker, frying pan, whisk, pot, basket, sink, spoon,

fork, toaster, jug, plate, kettle, blender, oven

bedroom: bedside rug, wardrobe, double bed, bedspread, dressing table, pillow,

mattress, sheet, mirror

2. vehicles: b&  bus, boat, car, airplane, jet

electric appliance: LdU  television, electric fan, refrigerator

garden tools: t.“dld  rake, fork, watering can, trowel, shears

3. 1. part-whole relationship

2. synonym

3. part-whole relationship

4. opposite

5. hyponym
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i%nssunwTuu~  2

I. VP: active

2. NP

3. NP

4. NP, NP

5. VP: passive
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'iqflssun1sGuui 4

1. listing

2. time sequence

3. cause/ effect

4. time sequence

5. cause/ effect

Fiqnssun1sPsuu~  5

1 Our new marketing campaign has been a tremendous success.

2 cornDare/  contrast

%nssu”duui+  6

I. introductory

2. transitional

3. illustrative

4. summary
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tu~Q,,id~lu~~~~l~lt~~~~~  Im"~Psu~~~Yluilt~~~rjtBl'l~n~~~"~~  wlGla1u~

$S~~PI?~&%!&I~~&I~  d~~nTJdh~4ls~ayla~~~~~n~~~~a  topic, main idea,

details C”s;l~~la~s~~~mM”1Jr=noum”?u  Subject, Verb tflun”u

dlus’Ydau~l%t~~il~~*“al~~~u~*tt~a  gGuu”ara~lJln”~d

Topic: Being literate

Main Idea: Being literate is also a matter of building up a body of

knowledge called cultural literacy because it helps us make

sense of the facts, names, and illusions cited by an author.

Details: -Not knowing Grant and Lee, someone may have a hard

time understanding a paragraph about the Civil War in

spite of his good reading ability.

-A reader cannot fully understand a sentence containing the

words “First Amendment” if he is not familiar with the

Bill of Rights.
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i%nssufl1sPruu~ 4 (~pT~uolqd~l”ou~u  1)

1. Christ

2. quit

3. mistake

4. understand

5. Where will it be held? Korea, Japan

For how long? One week, two week

6. What kind of pet? Dogs, cats, fish

7. Playing sports, collecting stamps, reading

8. School, The ministry of Education, children

9. Educational, entertaining, creative

10. and I am really bored.

I?. after graduation
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12. and read books

13. we’ll go out

14. After 4 o’clock

15. because I haven’t seen him much

16. but I don’t like

17. I saw them

18. so I didn’t want to read his

19. and the weather is cool

20. and I’ll  look for another kind

Llchdwnw"7ulJw  (~isuunl~Ailna¶J~u  1)

1. -Who was “I”?

-What did he do?

-What did he want to tell the readers?

2. -ikB$&mGu  &I h=l?lu EIYlfilM  f%J~Qy~~aJo~~ti~Au~Q  walu~Liluan'Ynlw1

d4SWll4d%%-WGi

- He tried to find solutions for his inadequacies in the basic skills: ability to

communicate verbally and in writing.

- He felt good and he could improve his inadequacies.
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1. The kinds of auesticm  asked by those who hold the perspective tend to be

specific rather than general.

2. jh&  & so plain that it is easily overlooked.

3. Exposina the myth of America as generous aid-giver b only the beginning of

the process of critically analyzing our government’s righteous rhetoric and

public declarations Iof good intent.

4. Without belief in the political and psychological values of self autonomy,

mutual aid and sbontaneous  order !a&  foundation.

5. The practice of eaualJty  b, in the last analysis, the experience of uniqueness.

ii~flssun~s~uu~  2

1. Topic: General Education

2. General education includes matters which is general and broadening.

3. Sentences 2, 3

4. Compare/ contrast

i%ul44Ufl7f~fJU~ 3

1, Stakeholders

2. We, as teachers, much take stakeholders into considerations.

3. Stakeholders have a right to make comments on schools.

Stakeholders are different and they have different claims; we have to be

appropriately responsive to them.

We must not only respond to people which are part of our own narrative
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experience but also to any other stakeholders.

i?wlssu”lsPs”ud  4

I. American Military exports

2. American Military exports may cause the likelihood of armed conflict between

Third World nations and a superpower confrontation.

3. Military exports to developing countries help to facilitate hostilities between

these nations.

&ndnsI8lV&~?l%l  SQ3R  %a  Survey, Question UknlrilU  %I Recite, Review

&d6t~IdU&frVd?ld~a\l  SCORE &I Survey, Connect/ clarify Uknl?dlId  6

Organize, Rehearse, Evaluate

Treat members like people, not machine

I. Use,of clean precision and efficiency of a highly tooled

machine in working of a group

A. function smoothly if people in group were standard

replaceable predictable parts.

B. work with group as work with machine.

1. Situation explode in their faces.

2. When things happen others unreasonable
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,

II. Human response difficult to predict.

A. People not computers.

B. develop efficient way of doing routine jobs.

1. Workers resisted.

2. Less efficiency

Ill. A large cause of wasted time and inefficiency

A. feeling of being cogs and treated like inhuman

machine.

Members in group should be treated like people not machines, The principle of

working with machine is often used with people. This does not work because people

are not machine. Human response is difficult to predict. They are human. The feeling

that they are cogs and treated like inhuman machine cause inefficiency in the modern

organization.

‘i,=mm&~uii  8 ((~uu~77fi67wBuiu  1)

1. Student--business, ireligious,  educational job works with people in small group

2. Modularity-brain divided to separate units or modules-each with capacity to deal

with

specialized kind of information

3. a child to acquire the meanings of words

4. to analyze situation-need psychology--attitude change and conformity
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5. impeachment

fll%tLdU  What is brainwashing? How is it different from persuasion? Why to brainwash?

2. Brainwashing

I. Definition

A. Attitudes changed

B. Difference between brainwashing and persuasion

1.  not clear

II. implication of the term

A. coercive persuasive techniques

1. attitudes changed against the will of the person

2. people easily persuaded when physically or

mentally weak

3. perhaps some use of physical force, torture,

illegitimate method
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3.

B. extremely powerful methods

I. no evidence of their existence

2. no magic trick to change attitudes

III. techniques used by the Chinese at brainwashing American

prisoners during the Korean conflict in 1950s

A. make prisoners feel guilty

I. feeling of doing everything wrong and confess

2. admit the sin in public

B. the foot-in-the-door procedure

1. do something inconsequential

2. condemn

3. combine with other method

IV. brainwashing cannot change attitudes firmly held

A. most prisoners wanted to return their country

B. attitudes change when not strongly held

C. attitudes about things never heard change

Brainwashing is attempted to change attitudes. It’s not clear how it is different

from persuasion. Brainwashing usual/y  implies coercive persuasive techniques in which

people brainwashed m,ay  be captives and not willing to change attitudes. Moreover, the

term implies extremely powerful methods. But there is no evidence that these methods

exist. It’s not certain that these techniques or methods are successful. Even during the

Korean War in 1950s the Chinese brainwashed the American prisoners. They used the

techniques similar to the procedures in term $f  compliance. The techniques were to

make prisoners feel guilty and the foot-in-the-door-procedure. The success of these

techniques were overstated. Most American prisoners still wanted to return home. In

fact attitudes which are firmly held cannot be easily changed. They can be changed if

they are not strongly held or about issues that people have never heard before
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4. (gGuwnl1~Al”au~u  1)

Brainwashing:

I. similar to persuasion?

2. refer to

-coercive persuasive techniques succeed? no evidence

-powerful methods

3. during Korean war brainwashing techniques used:

-make prisoners feel guilty not succeed much

-the foot in the door procedure

4. the attitudes firmly held not easily changed:

example: most prisoners even brainwashed wanted to return

home
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iilnssun~~du~~3(g~u~~l7ddlmav~ul)

1. How is education important? How does it help develop the country?

2. How is it important? It helps develop people.

3. Dangers of drug. Playing sports to avoid drugs.
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1. 4

5. 4

9. 4

13. 1

17. 2

21. 2

25. 1

29. 4

33. 3

37. 4

41. 1

45. 4

49. 3

53. 3

57. 1

6. 3 7. 1

10. 3 11. 4

14. 1 15. 4

18. 1 19. 2

22. 1 23. 3

26. 2 27. 2

30. 1 31. 2

34. 2 35. 1

38. 3 39. 1

42. 3 43. 4

46. 4 47. 4

50. 1 51. 1

54. 4 55. 1

58. 2 59. 4

4. 2

8. 2

12. 1

16. 3

20. 3

24. 1

28. 3

32. 4

36. 2

40. 2

44. 1

48. 2

52. 2

56. 1

60. 3
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